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Excuse me! Something went wrong Is the network connection unstable or the browser out of date? 18909 NE 29th Ave Aventura, FL 33180 Free: 800-368-5771 Office: +1 310-777-0255 Fax: 310-777-0256 Biography &amp; Erinnerungen Entdecken Sie die spannenden Lebensgeschichten schillernder Persönlichkei. Hörprobe: Knows Elon Musk die Welt
veränderte - Die Autoren Biographies: Ashlee Vance, Elon Musk Hass, Grausamkeit, Aggression: In nervenaufreibenden Psychothrillernstehen die Abgründe der menschlichen Psyche im Mittelpunkt.Hörprobe: AurisAutoren: Sebastian Fitzek, Vincent Kliesch, Helge May, Judith Schöll Drachen, Schwerter &amp; Magie Mystische Landschaften, geheimnisvolle
Geschöpfe:Fantasy-Hörbücher entführen Sie in Welten voller Magie Hörprobe: Der Herr der Ringe: Die GefährtenAutor: J.R.R. Tolkien Hörbuch-Ratgeber zu Gesundheit und Lebensführung unterstützen , motivieren, inspirieren. Hörprobe: Du musst nicht von allen gemocht werdenAutor: Ichiro Kishimi In diesen Hörbüchern dreht sich alles um das schönste
Thema der Welt, die Liebe.Hörprobe: Der Gesang der FlusskrebseAutor: Delia Owens Lustige Hörbücher und Hörspiele für Erwachsene und Kinder mit Lach-Garantie.Hörprobe: Die Känguru-ChronikenAutor: Marc-Uwe Kling! Yes Yes Yes Upgrade My Order ONE TIME OFFER – Only $14.95: Get INSTANT ACCESS TO THE GRANT CARDONE ReBUTTAL
MANUAL EBOOK today! Why wait? Check OUT YES above to add this special offer to your order now for as little as $14.95. (This offer is not available at any other time or place.) To the surprise of many people, strong sales skills are a key requirement for most film producers. So having experience in this area has been a key asset for me on this career
path. Similarly, many aspects of our daily lives, both business and personal, can be said. The sales business is essential in terms that many underestimate, and is an art form that in many ways resembles the structure and complexity of language. In this way we come to The Closer's Survival Guide book for many surprise people, strong sales skills are a key
requirement for most film producers. So having experience in this area has been a key asset for me on this career path. Similarly, many aspects of our daily lives, both business and personal, can be said. The sales business is essential in terms that many underestimate, and is an art form that in many ways resembles the structure and complexity of
language. This is how we come to The Closer's Survival Guide book focused on perhaps the most important part of the sale of The Art of the Close. Written by Grant Cardone, a true legend in the sales arena. That's how I had high hopes for this title. After reading one of the książek Cardone's The 10x Rule: The Only Difference Between Success and Failure,
Wiem, że jest zdolny autor. Jednak to, co dostarcza w The Closers Survival Guide Guide as the missing addition to the book I'm still reading (and one I imagine is still to be written). Cardone approaches this title with his usual energy and enthusiasm. His comprehensive knowledge of the art of selling and closing is more than impressive, and it is clear that he
is a very capable and intelligent salesman. However, it really feels like being asked to learn a language given the dictionary – the worst thing is the dictionary is not even in alphabetical order and is not given in the context of the grammar, form and structure the language takes. He just endlessly reels off close when closed, when closed - placed in a seemingly
random and unrelated order, without frames, when and why to use each one, or how to integrate them into sale. He occasionally warns against using certain locks, but without the right settings, his advice can actually undermine many sellers. The context for the closes is simply absent, so you end up diluting Cardone just by showing your tremendous
knowledge. Anyone with sales experience will be familiar with some if not many closes, but there will certainly be many closes that even the most talented retailer won't be familiar with – with some being wide compared to some of the narrower range and usability. Some of them are very similar (and would be better organized into appropriate styles and
categories), but the randomness of the presentation makes it difficult to usability of everything that has been presented. Imagine being presented a food menu with 1,000 random items, all unsanitized without a logical order, just a massive assortment mixed up – with no prices or value. Now tell me what you want to choose for dinner? Eventually Cardone
leaves the reader starving for structure, form and context. A complete lack of organisation and a lack of framework can overwhelm many and actually undo their progress in terms of true understanding. Therefore, it can actually do more harm than good. Unfortunately, this is a confusion that would have to be completely rewritten to be a functional use in the
learning arena for real life sales. This is a shame, because such a huge knowledge could have been used much better with the right application. ... More... More
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